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About MONI$
MONI$ is an NFT collection of 5000 unique, randomly 
generated, stylish cats on the XRPL.

This project was born with the idea of developing an NFT 
collection based on our love for cats and especially a 
speci!c silly ginger cat named Moni.



How XRPL makes 
this possible
But when we had this idea the technology available was not 
right for this project. The environment, energy consumption, 
and transaction costs were always a concern. That’s why this 
project stayed in the drawer until Ripple announced that 
they would enable NFTs on the XRPL (XRP Ledger).

XRPL enables fast and environment-friendly transactions. 
Besides that, the cost per transaction is substantially lower 
than other blockchains, making it the ideal choice for MONI$.

We are in no way connected with Ripple Labs. If you want to 
know more about their technology, please visit their website.



Our vision
MONI$ enables their community to express themselves on 
the internet in services that support this technology. 

Unlike other collections, MONI$ has a unique cartoon look 
that appeals to all ages and demographics. Our goal is to 
reach as many people as possible and we think we’ll 
target many people that still don’t !nd NFTs attractive 
simply due to the lack of collectables to represent them.



MONI$ is an intersection between technology and 
pop culture, and that’s the result of dozens of 
carefully crafted models. More than 200 traits 
were made.

These traits result in unique and surprising 
combinations that are intended to put a smile on 
people’s faces.



Minting
One of our objectives is that MONI$ community remains 
active. With that concern in mind, we opted for the 
following distribution of the 5000 NFTs:

15%
Team

UP TO AT LEAST

UP TO

65%
Public

20%
Giveaways and Airdrops

One of our objectives is that MONI$ community remains 
active. With that concern in mind, we opted for the 
following distribution of the 5000 NFTs:



Team
Up to 15% will be minted and held by the team as 
compensation for the work hours in the project

Giveaways and Airdrops
Up to 20% will minted and held for marketing purposes 
for giveaway contests on social media on our o!cial 
channels, airdrops or compensation for key players to 
promote the project. 

Minting
At least 65% will be available to mint on onXRP

Clari!cation: The distribution above means that the MONI$ team is free to mint up to 35% of the collection, 15% as compensation and 20% that 
will be held inde!nitely for marketing purposes. Transactions between o"cial wallets may occur. The 35% number will never be exceeded.



Idea, !rst drafts and 3D models.The beginning of MONI$
August 2022

Branding work is completed and the !rst promotion assets are 
created

Branding
September 2022

The website design and front-end are completed and it’s published. 
Social media accounts to promote the project are created.

Website and Social Media
September 2022

All NFTs are rendered and ready to be published.NFT Gold phase
October 2022

The project is published and NFTs are ready to be minted.Minting
31 October 2022

Roadmap (COMPLETED)



We want to bring exposure and new people to the project by doing 
giveaways, airdrops and partnerships with other projectsPromotion and project exposure

We want this to be a community-driven project and we want to 
expand this universe. A game is in development and we’ll launch
other products related to the MONI$ brand. 

Expanding the MONI$ Universe

MONI$ holders are rewarded every month with 25% of sales 
royalties until the Gem tokens are launched. Hodlers also get 
access to exclusive airdrops, discounts and early access to MONI$ 
products.

Moni’s Magical Quest is in development 

Exclusive opportunities for 
the holders

MONI$ Game

Roadmap



ROYALTIES 
DISTRIBUTION
25% of the royalties generated from the sales of our NFTs, 
starting March 1st 2023, are distributed back to our NFT 
holders every month based on the number of days they 
own the NFT. This incentivizes holding onto the NFTs and 
rewards early adopters, creating a more engaged and 
loyal community. 

The distribution always takes place in the following 
month and will continue until the Gem Tokens are 
launched. From that time onwards, MONI$ holders who 
stack their MONI$ NFTs will receive tokens as a reward.



What we want to 
accomplish with 
MONI$
We want to !nd partners in the artistic and 
technological !elds to bring MONI$ to life outside 
XRPL as a brand. We want to expand this universe to 
other !elds of entertainment, such as videogames, short 
!lms and merchandise.

MONI$ appeal to all demographics, and we see these silly 
cats as the new mascot people will love.



This project is being o!ered on a "best e!ort" basis and is not a guarantee of delivery. The creators of this project cannot be held responsible for 
any delays, failures, or other issues that may arise during the production, ful"llment, or use of the rewards o!ered.

MONI$ Game
MONI$ Game (provisory title) is 
a turn-based puzzle-
adventure game where the 
player must guide Moni 
through challenging courses 
!lled with traps and hazards. 
Along the way, you must avoid 
dangers and collect treasures.

monis.wtf/game



MONI$ 
Sticker Pack
MONI$ Sticker Pack for WhatsApp 
and iMessage are the !rst MONI$ 
product to be launched after the NFT 
collection and it’s available to 
download for free.

sticker.ly/s/IH0IQV



Our Team

Tiago Lopes
Product Designer

3D artist

João Marques
Unity Developer

Cris Oliveira
Developer

Data Analyst



Where to buy

!
Buy MONI$ NFTs on onXRP:

nft.onxrp.com/collection/monidollar

"
Mint MONI$ NFTs on onXRP:

monis.wtf/mint

☕
Buy MONI$ NFTs on xrp.cafe:

xrp.cafe/collection/monis



O!cial Links !
Twitter

monis_nft

"
Discord

monis.wtf/discord

#
Instagram

monis.wtf

$
O!cial website 

monis.wtf

%
MONI$ Game Website 

monis.wtf/game

&
Sticker pack 

sticker.ly/s/IH0IQV



Legal Disclaimer

This is an informational document that should not be taken as a binding legal document. Keep in mind that this is not investment advice and you should seek out your own due diligence 
before making any investment decisions. MONI$ reserves the right to modify or change any information contained in this document at any time. The information in the whitepaper does not 
constitute investment advice, legal advice, or any other type of advice and you should not rely on it to make decisions related to your cryptocurrency investments. It is up to you to undertake 
proper research and consult a !nancial advisor before investing in any cryptocurrency. You also agree that by purchasing MONI$ NFTs, there are no expectations associated with MONI$ or its 
team.

Risk Disclosure

This project is being o"ered on a "best e"ort" basis and is not a guarantee of delivery. The creators of this project cannot be held responsible for any delays, failures, or other issues that may 
arise during the production, ful!llment, or use of the rewards o"ered. By supporting this project through minting or buying MONI$ NFTs, you acknowledge that you are aware of the inherent 
risks and uncertainties associated with this project and that you are willing to assume all such risks. You also acknowledge that you have read and understand the terms and conditions set 
forth in this disclaimer. You further acknowledge that the rewards o"ered through this page or other o#cial channels are o"ered "as is" and that the creators of this project make no 
representations or warranties of any kind, express or implied, regarding the rewards or the use of the rewards. By buying or minting MONI$ NFTs, you release the creators of this project from 
any and all liability related to this project and the rewards o"ered through it.
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